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. jhough instructional developmen't models stress the'
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evaluation of video tape programs remain primitive. ,The. attention, .

a.ttiude, and .adoption -levels -abhieved can be assessed by use of the .

following evaluation Instruments': (1) expert appraigal of script; (2)

special questionnaires;i, (3)' story board; (4) dontent'-analysis; (5) 1..' ,

stop, frame; (6) Observationpersonal or video; (7)' eye movement; (B)

demand for' audio-video; (9) real time program' analyzer; (10) eye ,

contact ; ',( 11) distrac tor ;. and (12) multiple ,screen. This monograph
provides ,a brief overvi'e'w of each of these instruments and discusses
their use in "formative evaluation: -(EMH) i ,
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In 1970 the Australian Federal Government, through its Dgpartment of

Immigration, initiated an instructional television (ITy). project for migrant
education and integratiqh. Over a period of 25Years'the'Department had

, developed the Situational Method to'teach migrants of fifty different national-.
ities."During a two year period, 80 one hour television programs of "'Ypu
.Say The Word" were developed, produaed, and transmitted on the commercial
WIN -TV network. The budget for the first year was $123,000, rising to, $188,000
in 1973, and $800,000 in 1976., A major increase in .budget was sought for The '
second year to allow for-experimentation and.evalamtion,- but this was'declined.
.Programs were transmitted .at 9:00 a.m. on Satuday;11:00.a.m..-Wednesiday,'plu's,a.
15-mihuto segment each morning at 9:00 a.m. ,Currently they,areon 12 commercial
networks. The series is aimed to teat isrants English, to tell them about
their new homeland, atd to give Au Hans an.appreciation of the new'settlers.
There have been surveys of the size and composition of the, audience that have
produced,fav0-abld results. The viewingaudience, according to the first
surveys', included 11,000. migrant women who had been untouched for '5, Years. by
any other of the Depaxtmentl.S education programS. Further, 19696 of the total
target audience watched the program. This is phenomenal success in education
and television terms. Currently the program stores in the commercial ratings..

However, evaluation has,yet to be' done on the content, talk back technique,
production pace, style, and the English asa Second Lnguageprogression. Feed-
back ''is the basi.s.for an improving ITV'. The enormous initial effort to master\ 9 the techniques ancl technology of the new medium usually leaves little time for ,

41
systematic forAtive evaluation. This ladlc-offeedback=is iagic. Constant
evaluation plus Continual pretesting of ongoing experimental productions are
the very life-blood of successfui"TV.

.
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It was to seek some definitive^ answers-to /TV evaluation that I came to

LI
Division of Instructioval Systems Technology at ,Indiana, University There,

withii the Center for Innovation inAreaching the-flandiaapped working' as video

0 'coordinator and currently as project. director, I haiie had a chance to explore
the possibilities and :recognize the limitations of form4ive eValuation in ITV.

L'J
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"The pas ,'two decades,have witnessed d7.,-amatic.progress in video technology.

. Today, small units maybe equipped with TV .production facilities. for $50;000.
. / 1 --'

Only afdecade ago. the costwas $250,000. 'Thi;; same period-has seers- . ,

. .

.,.

development ign instructional development theory'as it relates toithe.production
,., of mediated instructional materials. As. "avconsequence the potential of TV

for instruction -is now_, within thereach.ofArast new areas from busness, to
industry, to insurance; to speciareddcation, thqre is, in fact, alMost no: 4
limit. Yetthis magnifies a ptoblem. ' '

.

All instructional' development'models stress formative-evalation'as es -'
, sential, yet the instruments 'of forMdtive evaluation in instructional TV re-
imain as"Jrude as a 1914.byPlanoip an age where sol;hi.sticated technology
transmits liVe TV pictures from Venus.. This lack Of efficient formative

'., evaluation instruments to implement the itstructaorial development, theory pre-,
sel s a major hurdle in ITV: 'Some instigations, .such as,the'Childrens' Tele-

. v, ..Jit Workshop, the Agency for Instructional Television, and the Center tOr
linnovation in Teaching the Handicapped (CITEI), ha-Ve refined.particOar instru-

,-

ments. for their own use, but the direct applicability to other TV projects'
generallx poses.difficulties in adaptation to new content areas, 'different*
target popttlations, ant new program formats. . ... -.

,
4

.

,..
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. '' At CITH the instrolgtional, development process, using the 4-D model
. ,

(Thidgarajan, Semmel, TT Semmel, 1974), iis, being applied to the design, develop-

.ment, and prodtIction of two federally funded projects. The first,"Choose a
Curriculum Package;" is ,a video moauleftyilliin the ''Tips "for Teachers" series
(197) of preservice and,inserviee training for special education .teachers.
The second is a series Of,viceo workshops in the Literacy Iristructor Training
Via TV ,(LIT-TV) Project,4197ilto train adult basic education teachers and
paraprofessional tutors in basic literacy methods, who in.turnsmill teach
adults who function .attke'lowest literacy level to read.

i

Since these video programs are produects ofthe-instructional development
process they are assumed to have been. through the formative evaluation cycle 4

on numeroussoccasion's -Co guanaatcle a high level of.effectivoness. 'Ilbwever, as

noteCabove, the formative evaluation instruments cannot yet guarantee any
certainty that, they are returning the Trifocal information necessary -0.:Make

decisions to reproduce elefliOntA'of the-progra. Whilkthc academiC and
theoretical writitits of sualt*peogla,-as Komoski, Scriven, Weiss, and.Wholey are

necessary and valuable, therm avastyast gap. between their theSrizing and

the actual application to TV,pragtams.. The psychdlOgical process 'in education
is complex:and di.fficultttb catagdrize even withic.a single :teacher-pupil -

sinteract ion. Researjt related the interaction of a learner and mediated
package is eq&ally difficult, but television has s-certnin dorkinds and limitations.
that makes its evaluationeven more unusual and "complex. For example: ,

Ai. In television, each frame oontains analmOsst infini-eenumber of-messages
with movement,Widie, music, facial expresgions, laugh track, color tones, And

so on. These &hange to new Combinations with such rapidity thatthe variables
are'nearly impossible to identify,and control.. Consequently, the external,

validity of research findings have limited value,-and efforts to develop4a

science of instructionalTV have met with only t dy Iimt e success.
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B. AdOlts and children are exposed td the commercial'TV networks' sophis-
ticated production, viswal pace, entertainment expectations, and ability to
stir deer emotions'. .These overtones' canllead to harshevaluatory judgments
and comparisonswith ITV programs. Manylfactbrs such as the Seekingite'CaliSe
cognitive grovth or attitudinal change and a relatively small pr,oduction'bud-

tget, all mo.often Make ITV progams appear to fall fur, ghort of commercial
television productions. These features requiresome form ofi,MultivAriate
instrument, whichas led to' the design of specialized evaluation Methods.

"

C. ITV is not produed.for entertainment alone and shallid not be evaluated
for the-mere retention of.pAgraM content.' ITV evaluation must also account

1. Attention--Is the viewer prepared to sit and watch 'the program?
2. Atti.S4e--Isthe'viewer stimulated to positLvely accept the ,program

suggestions and favbrably modify his /her attitude?
3. Adoption--ts the viewer, who.watches an instructional telesion

program left with the resolVe that would predict arl -expected'. ,
the..adoption of t program'Srecommendations?'

This presentation outlines
*
the various formative eValuatioh instrOments

-that were considered for use with these two CITH projects: These evaluati6
instruments are:

1. Expei.t appraisal of script
Special questiohnaLres

.3 Story board
4. Content analysis.
5. 'Stop frame:.-

7. Eye movement
S. Demand 'for audio:video. :

,9. .1zeal time pfogram analyzer
10. Eye contact ' = _-

H.' Distractor
6. Observatlon 7 personal or video, 12. _Multiple screen

1. Expert Appraisal of Script

,

The assessment:of a script's program content by the media experts isnormal
within the instructional development- process: lbwever, television experience
has shown that 'such apprai,sal. should only,_ be done once, as experts tend 'to
come hypercrical and tend to polish, add, and,make reservations: Such experts
ideally Should have some Professiotial familiarity wiiTITlte television media.
Niceties of refinement may he we'l aceeptedin aprintor even an audio format,
but television has limitations in the voliume-of narrative that can be used. When

e the narration continues: to exceed 80 words per minute, the program tends to
become a traditional ITV talk show. .given audience sophistication, this style
of production requires a high degree of motivation to retain the attention-and
interest of the viewer. ,

7

2. Special Questionnaires

Questionnaires are a rather highlysophiSticated form otf communication.
Pre, and pOsttests are normal in educational experiments and are widely used
in television with a combination of (a) the Osgood semantic differential,.
(b) the Likert attitudinal scale, (c) ScrivonIs goal free evia udtion, (d) a

iselecton from psychological tests, and (e) demographic data. Questiorlhaires
0

can be especially- designed for lower socioeconomic status (SE groups_and
young children. For example, smiling faces and frowning faces. an be used as

.' 4
t
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.a two point scale. With simple questions this nonverbal style of questionnaire
is useful:. However-for.these lower SES groups, behliviodlal measures are far
better than those meeting a verbal. or visual-literabr form,

,

3.. Stoxy. Board

The assumption behind story board evaluation is ithat'the mind can make 'a
television story out of a' sertesof 'still pictures or drawings by putting
Motion-in between. With sophisticated audiencesS considerable degree of.in-:
sight can be obtained 'at this formative evaluation level with this technique.
The 'story board iestrument' is set-up by taking the majo+ action scenes from
the script and writing narrative.beneath each picture. Thus, the story .board
appears like a comic strip. Television production is so expensive that it is
worth this minimal effort toldsk certain kindspfquestions by running a story
board test. This. is one of the least expensive forms Of formative research.
A greater degree of simuaation to television can come by a professional pro -'
ducing the audio track and video taping the "stills, se .that the viewer listens
to the'clio and sees pietures on the television screen. 'Ellis can then be

tested on a simple of the target population using a TV monitor.. Using this'
technique*ti visuals in the. story board can be experiTentally manipulated and
'Changed to stxieTal.versions for a low dollar expenditure.

,

4. :Content Analysi.
. 6 .

t

This Method is a straightforward content analysis of,,the audio sand the..-
video,tratk to see whether eaclf element is compatible and suppOrts.the other;
to see.:-if the'visuals are illustrating whitthe audio is saying, or if one
segment of` the progrnmis,inconSistent.with 'another. Within instructional
television., visuals 6ften do Iiitre'to enhance the message., Radio or audib
cass.ette'could accomplish the instructional-, task equall,well or better than
poorly visualiZedandinconsitently scripted television programs.

r''
,.i,

S. Stop Frame- .-, ,.
.

This technique is useful to chec the comprehension of the viewer., rilhe'

televisionshow can be'played to a certain .point and then stopped se thaf the
image.is frozen on the monitor as on a' blackboard. The subject can then be
.asked to answer the 'question and 1.fmecessary, physically go to the -Screen and

point it out. This researchcan avOid the post-viewing analysis of comprehen-
sion and give indications in actual .veill.Vme of curriculum compf;dhensfon. For

example, if threeminutes into a program theie is a segment dealing with a
particular concept, then thirseenminuTes'later on a furtlier segment concerned
.viith the same concept, the program could be stopped at the former and the latter
to produce .a pretest-posttest within- the single program: This avoids having to
show the entire prograiii and then rely on memory to- .discriminate a pTeL, and
posttest analysis. This method can reveal precisely when actual jearning takes

'plae.T. during the program and, in tura, give the producer arid4 script writer far.

greater control in programming.

6. Observation

. There is a lot of common sense observation to bc; used in forlD hie evalua-
i

.tion of.television. The actual watching of expressions on faces, mo ement,'
interaction with others viewing the same' program, is 'a -simple .but.fnsightfulf

.

41.
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form of formative research. An example of such, observation,'of watching child-
ren in a small group setting to)4.ee tpwhaf:extent They mimicked or modeled,
arose in Sesame Street._ The .bnek actor, James Earl Jones;,recitej the A B C's.

fwith a erocious lbok. Each letter- was dimatically pronounced under simulated
emotional stress. After a brief exposure period,:a,patterri was established. ,

First, the children modeled the actor and. repeated the alphabet after-him;
second, the children ..I.Acited the alphabet simulaneouslyith the actor; and
third,'the viewers anticipated him and used the television vi.cual as a cue td
jump alvsad,Of the actor with tilt alphabet letters. This- unintended effect
of the.pNoducer was,a good example *of feedback fAnd this most simple of a11.3:
forMatiyp evaluation techniques. A further refinement of this method is,-to
set-up an instrument to assess, over an extended period; thedegree'that a
group c)leople pay attention to the TV screen.- This may be done by-setting
a:mirror 'Behind the viewers that reflects-the TV screen. A.1-pilm camera can.

he placed in an upper corner-to take still pictures.each two,seconds4nd thus
capture a record of who is viewing the. screen:' The.film.i then analyzed:
through'the special 'athletic-projector with a slow and stop fraffle This
method_gives a good indication of the,atten.tion held by the TV program as to
how much the unobtrusive Measure should be reknforced'so that viewers are made
aware that` they are beingObserved,

7. Eye Movement ,

Traditional usage in captioned and'fbxeign films has the print normally
placed in the lower.center.part of the screen. However, an.instrument-wifh a
beam pinpoint of light hitt theer e of the viewer is reflected onto the screen..
This beam plus screen is photog ed, an'd when played. back, the.beef light
indicates exactly where the oyeis focused. Results have revealed that the,
eye is not always. on the print, but more often on.the friCe, and that the
center lower portion of the screen is not a good place to attract attention.
Further studies regarding the placement of'print and the eye movement among
poor, medium, and good readers led to the follow-ing conclusions: -.(a) wordS

.appearing out of the mouth using.a profile are the most effective, (b) poor,
..readers7struggle faith words and fail to read them'and thus, can giVe the pro
ducer a guide as to how long words -should. be left on the screen, (c) there 'is
a need to induce-left to -right reading 'A.illiterate students viewed hapha4rdly
sand do not naturally follow the EngIdsh convention of reading left to right,
and (d) there isa certain iength,oft.ime visual material-should tio left on the
screen for'optimum viewing.

8. 'Demand for Audio -Video Stimulus Response
.

This instrument grew out of the school of behavioral psYcliology where action
that is rewarded tends to -be repeated.. The logic- behind the experilents were'the
the tests with pigeons trained to press bars in return for reward pellets. This
Is applied. to people p television research. The audio.track is permanent, but
to maintain the visual image the viewer had,to continually press a button. Thus,

if tho.relvard for the effort was not satisfactory, the tendency was to not press
the button and leave the screen blank. On the other hand, if the viewer was
interested'or found the visual information rewarding enbugh to makethe respopse

-,worthwhile,- the button was continually-pressed. The device can.make'both audio
and video available only with effort.

1 4
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The behautioral interests of,this instrument can,be-developed by varyingthe amounts of ef*rtor pressUrqreqiired to bring on the audio and video.For example, 'atorte.extremethe viewer could hewn a High geared bicycle andhave to peddle,vigorously
to,obtain thj.pictureorsound:track. This measureby-passes questionnaires and self-reports-

.
9. Program/rialyzer

*

This is an instrument to obtain-feedback and viewer judgments in realtime while the firogram'is in motions. A lfght and hell are placed on top ofhe TV monitor. The iiewers are each giv'en a sheet of paper with consecutivesquare And asked to 'vote positive,or negative with a cross or minus. At pre-determined intervals th'e light is switched on for a period of, 'say five seconds,and the viewer is asked to make a'sitple judgment to a constant question. For.* example:Do you, find this enjoyable? Is this of professional interest to yoii?

6

4

Is this new information?
.:.

Experience has shown d remarkable case of cohstanv across varying samples,,and also the increasing data, base gives morn and more i-reafing information °I. 4-,and the basis fo7Ocomparison. CBS'now is highly.sophisti6ted in .interp.reting "prof1.10s because they have.many years4experience and data: It is Lmportant to
stress,What_particular'information this program analyzer reveal. The questionasked is, "Do you like what is going on at this moment?" It's importantnot toovergeneraiite. For example, the viewer is not being asked, "Would you givd-up this program te'watch

"Upstairs, Downstairs "? -This s Critical because themost ,7ignificant factor in the success or fainigs of television programs is thecompettng.show. When the information is c011eet0d,-graphs are plotted for theprogram and the ,dips and peaks give indications Of.programs.' strengths andweaknesses which rewire reproduction or additional- adjunct material.

Eye Contact
4

This-is simply an extvisionof an observationtechnique.forviewing
withinclassroom situations. A team of observers views students, with each observerresponsible for four students. At predetermined Antervalsthe observer plotsthe eye contact of the Audent,to the screen. This may he done directly or byvideo taping. the' andidfice and analyzing it. later. .Such work has been ,done withinfrhred film to study the reactions within the theater. by recording fhe'audio track, a.record can he 'Dept of the precise positton within the programto which the audience is responding.

11. distractor-

.The distractor.technique of formative evaluationwas ,pioneered. by Edward
., 'Palmer who was in developmental psychology'at the University of Oregon., Pub-licity on hi's research came to th4attention of Joan Cooney at=the Childrens'

Television, Workshop.. Palmer was consulted abodtthe applicability of this AI, technique through the -new innovative series that'was Later to he known,as SesameStreet. Palmer was hired, and this distractorwas the tajor formative evalua-,-'tionfechnigue of the series. It is now adapted.by NBC for pretesting. thibirchi iren's pl'Ograms.itA childone at a time--is placed in front of a TV
monitor.on which the test material is played by.a video tape recorded. At anfangle of 45 degrees a portable rcar,scrjen projector; is placed at a sliAbtly;
.greater,diStancethan the TV'tonitor. A circular slide hank of beautiful .

v, t

.44
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scenery shots is automatically advanced'each 71i seconds with the. corlsponding
click as.the#slides change. An observer is placed in the room fully-visable
to the. child to observe the time interval that the child is distracted from
the prOgram by the slide. 'The chija's,distractiOn is scoT-ed on the following
scale:

1
6.= the child not.jookirlg at the _distracting slide ,at all

1 = watches the distracting scene less than half,the time .

2 = the child watches it more than halt Time
3 ..=-the child views the,distraCting screen all the time.

. .\

The child has no inhibitions or qualms-about being distracted, so this tech-
nique provides :a good measure of 'how well the TVmaterialirholds attention. ,The
eye is drawn.-to the visual change which is clearly within the child's visual
field. It.is iwossible not to see..the changing visu.al..sttmuluS. Butthe clues-.
tionasked is whether the program is.sojall-absorbing that the viewer. will Over-'
ride the stimulus and Stay with the.TV program. Experiments ih perception have
shown tha-Cthe brain can block out.diversionary stimuli. One study showed that
when the kain.of a cht was monitored to the ringing of .a bell, the nerve fm-
pulse peaked ds the bell sbprided. flowever, .when a mouseYwas let loose in the
room and.thebell was'kept'ringing, the nerve stimulus continued to he impulsed'
and,continued to register, but it was not diverted by.the cat from the bell -t6
the mouse. The bell sounded and:created the;impulso bilt:was literally, not
heard. The parallel logic is that if the child is engrossed i47-the TV screen,
he .Will,pbrceptually blocktout the diversionary dIstiactor.-sc7ceen, .1/testing is

undertalyn for .approximately 15'minutes of. a 'TV program. This material is
. tested. on10, 20; 30, or.40:chfldren: This is expensive data collecting, and

samples must b6-kept simple and small.: The.da-ul collected gives a numerical
score each 71,i ,seconds which is then plotte on a graph. The attention span is
Plotted against the time. Suppose there/were twenty children."With,amaximum

or scoretof three for each at any given interval, the maximum total would be sifty,
which is converted to 100 percent, Thisis then plotted. on the,attention graph.
After all intervals have been plotted, the graph is.thenback-timod and the
programIplements noted. Thus, in-the.finaj,form data.is*produced so that it is
analytically-useful, showing where-the attention rose and 1fell and telling
whether some segments working and. should be entirely revised. .If,
there is a sevient, of hig impact that is necessary to communicate. but }r r

"attenti'on, then this implies it shoul be sandwiched in between two items oaf.
high appeal,'. making this instrument a diagnostically useful device for guiding

,

editing change's. Thiselevel of appeal of any setof'slides is unknoWn, but
this problem,is overcome by using the same set of slides for every.set of ,tests.
Thus, if a scale of distraction is from IA fo 90, this becomes the, constant.
Material is then tested against the relative appeal, and 'each test materia4 is
measured against the .constant. The ratianale'is'that in the home' there arc!
constant distractions and the appeal of the program must overcome these,drstrac-
,tions. It is methodologically ippossible to replicate the real world dist?ac:
tions--such ,as a-freshly. baked apple pie or a puppy,licking a child's hand.
Wher.than replicate ithe.wida range and informality of 'real world distractions, 4
this, instrument ,stimulates a standardied distraction. Since all tests are
rurngainst this standArdized distraction, it iS immaterial that the initial
distractor is of an unknown degree. of distracitabijity. It remains constant,
and everything is measured against it.
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/ This instruent ,Ys.idear
ifor three to 'five year-old

children who have no --
necemary commitment to follow

leng-splots-and Who need *citerials.to hold their
attentionet The implicSaIjon is th'at the We of production,

.editing,.music, and 1
so on Must be

'geared.-tOwai-d hording that attention.

S

This instruMenthdA.no verbal instruction, and no ve0aligfacility is re- ' "
quired on the partof the child. It qs a behavioral meafiure for very tough
r6search subjects, namely: thr .ee to five

year-old children.
12,-1 Multiply; Screen

....

.

.

With this instrument suggestdd by Dr. Keitsh,Mielke, the viewer is placed
befo e four

television -monitors. Four programs are. screened
simultaneously.

At least two are progralis of known
The viewer has an audio control.'

box with which he may selet the audio track of one program. At regularSay V) or 60 seconds', the teldVision programs are randomly
switched.

'If theviewer wishes
continue watching a particular program, he must 'read-

ju;t the audio selector. -This is a technique where it.seems
theoretically

possible to predict ratings by placing test programs in-the context of-prorams
with-known ratings. The technical

diffiailty'of this may be
overcome#y randomly

editing each prograo- Pn'advance and at a predetermined duration so.thatthe.
programs are contained on the master tape for each

particular monitor.

A

4CoNpusion

Thus brief overview of a sporgasbord
.of form.ative evaluation instruments'

. doeS not pretend tip be exhaustive. In fact, thjs field requiws professionals
slIciare as cte"atve as the.TV script writers and TV producers in dreaming up
new instruments

to'actually capture the objectiVe response of the TV viewer.0
Given the.strbng move today to hrds accountability withn'education and

government
institutions,. it may be hoped that the evaluation budgett will be

increased. This would allowfarthe hiring of top' personnel turn their
creativity and energy to refining

tile above instruments
and discovering new

Peiqmps 9pe of the main
reasons that ITV has been so-sluggish in education

is. that the
interaction of viewer and TV is so difficul

to categori.0414hiie
in business

industry, .ITV has boomed because its 'value and
cost-effec=tiVene%s

is clearly visable (i.e., if. via a 'IV
program errors "in the accounting department

Accrease by thirty-ftve percent). need for more
exact formative evaluation

instruments is one of the'
ilajor,chaljenges"faeing-the areas of InstructionalDevelopment and

Instructional TV!
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